01 Carefully unpack your Ballot Drop. Please inspect your shipment at the time of delivery. Customers are responsible if damaged merchandise is signed for at the time of delivery.

02 Place your Ballot Drop in the area that you want it to be of service to the community. Mark the 4 holes at the bottom of the cabinet and move the cabinet out of the way.

03 Drill a 1/2 inch hole at 4 inches deep for all 4 marks. Move the cabinet back to align with the holes.

04 Tap in all 4 included stainless steel wedge anchors.

05 Secure each anchor with a wrench.

810 STAINLESS STEEL CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Clean monthly with an oil based stainless steel cleaner.

Polish for a long lasting shine.

Use a powder graphite or lock lubricant to help the lock work smoothly.

Questions about the 810 Ballot Drop?
Contact American Security Cabinets at 800.538.7898 or sales@ascabr.com
www.ballotdrops.com